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September 26, 2018
Two Men Arrested in Hospital Pharmaceutical Burglary

Donovan T. J. Godert

Colton J. Evans

On Sunday, September 16, 2018, HSHS St. Anthony’s Hospital reported a burglary had occurred at their
facility, located at 503 N. Maple Street in Effingham. Effingham Police Department Bureau of Patrol
Officers responded to the initial call, where it was reported that a crash cart filled with medications,
located on a closed floor, had been broken into between 9:37 A.M. and 3:30 P.M. After an inventory of
the cart, it was discovered that approximately $5000.00 in medication had been stolen.
Bureau of Criminal Investigations Detectives furthered the investigation, and through video surveillance
footage, discovered that three individuals entered a secured area through a door which malfunctioned,
where they took items from a crash cart. One of the individuals in the video, Donovan T. J. Godert, 18,
Effingham, was identified and subsequently located and taken into custody and charged with a single
count of Burglary, a Class 2 Felony, on September 24th. Godert has been released on a $7500 Personal
Recognizance Bond with special conditions. A second male, Colton J. Evans, 18, Beecher City, was taken
into custody on one count of Burglary, a Class 2 Felony, on September 25th. Evans remains in custody. A
third suspect, a 17 year old juvenile female from Effingham, was interviewed and subsequently released,
pending charges.
During the investigation, Detectives acquired cellular phones which were used by the three suspects
during the alleged incident. The cellphones were forensically analyzed through computer software
which was recently purchased with asset forfeiture funds. This newly attained software was
instrumental in linking the suspects to the crime scene, which hastened the investigative process. The
same software was used in another recent case which led to a felony arrest.

Mayor Bloemker is very pleased with the recent arrests. “I continue to be impressed with
the crime solving capacity of the Effingham Police Department under Chief Fuesting. The
diligence and tenacity being exhibited is sending a strong message to the criminal element.”
If you see it, say it! The Effingham Police Department encourages you to call the police department
immediately at 217-347-0774 to report suspicious activity in your neighborhood or business district.
Information can be given anonymously by calling the CRIMESTOPPERS Tip Line at 217-347-6583.
Anonymous callers can receive up to $1,000 cash rewards.

